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Question 1

Give an example to show that if transactions do not follow two-phase locking protocol, then it is
possible to have non-serializable schedules.
For example, give a schedule with 2 transactions that do not follow two-phase locking, such that
the schedule is not serializable.
Make the example as simple as you possibly can. Justify your answer.

Question 2

Give an example of a schedule with 3 transactions T1, T1, and T3 to demonstrate cascading aborts.
Transactions should follow two-phase locking protocol (include the lock and unlock instructions).
Aborting T1 (for any reason) should cause T2 to be forced to abort, and aborting T2 should cause
T3 to be forced to abort. Justify your answer.

Question 3

Give an example of a schedule with 3 transactions T1, T1, and T3 to demonstrate deadlock (that
involves 3 transactions). Justify your answer.

Question 4

Consider a deadlock detection and recovery system that selects the transaction to be aborted (the
victim) according to the following rule:
Transaction with largest number of remaining instructions is selected.

Is there a possibility of starvation? Why (justify your answer).

Answer the same question if the following rule is used instead:
Transaction with smallest number of remaining instructions is selected.

Question 5

Consider the following two transactions

T1 T2

read(A) read(B)

read(B) read(A)

if A=0 then B=B+1 if B=0 then A=A+1

write(B) write(A)

(a) Add lock, upgrade, and unlock instructions so that they observe the two-phase locking (with
lock conversions) protocol. Write down the transactions.

(b) Can the execution of these transactions result in a deadlock. Explain how.
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Question 6

Consider the following (partial) schedule in a centralized database system. Assume the initial values
of data items A, B, C, D, and E are 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50, respectively. Assume logging is used
for recovery. For simplicity, we assume each write is immediately written to the database (on disk)
(and hence, the corresponding log record must be written to the stable storage before the database
block on disk is written).

Assume the system has crashed right after step 25.

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

1. R(A)

2. R(D)

3. R(B)

4. R(E)

5. B = B–A

6. W(B)

7. R(C)

8. commit

9. R(B)

10. R(A)

11. B = B+E

12. R(A)

13. W(B)

14. D = D+A

15. commit

16. W(D)

17. R(B)

18. R(E)

19. B = B+A

20. W(B)

21. C = C+20

22. E = E–20

23. W(C)

24. commit

25. W(E)

(a) Show the complete log just before the crash.

(b) Which portion of the log is in stable storage when the system crashes? Why?

(c) When the system is brought back up, what are the recovery actions it performs, and in which
order are the actions performed? Be specific and give the details in the sequence they are per-
formed (for example, you should say the value of X is restored to V , where an undo is performed
corresponding to an entry < Ti, X, V, U >).

(d) Answer parts (a) through (c) again assuming a checkpoint is taken immediately after step 13.
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